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The school has started again. and Fear wont feel better when Unknown finds a little kitten and takes it
whit her home, and she just don't seams to care about Fear any more. But when Fear wakes up one
morning, haven't his room got bigger than last night?
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1 - another rainy day

Unknown: Fear? Hello? Wake up!

Fear: Let me sleep, i'm tired.

Unknown: It's not my fault you are staying up all night when it's a school day.

Fear: It's not my fault the school eaven exists. just let me sleep

Unknown: *sighs and hits Fear whit a pillow* WAKE UP!

Fear: I'm awake! I'm... awake

Unknown: Finally. go and get dressed now, you can't go to school dressed in you pyamas. *walks down
stairs*

Fear: *sits up in his bed and looks out trough the window* No, not again!

(it was raining, it had been realy bad weather the whole week)

Fear: *sighs* i hate school.... i hate rain, I HATE ANNOYING GIRLS WHO WAKES ME UP EARLY IN
THE MORINGING!

Unknown: I HEARD THAT!

Fear: Sorry! *changes clothes* why does the school eaven exist.... *walks over and gets his bag and
walks down stairs*

Unknown: there you are, that was about time.

Fear: I don't need annything to eat... i don't have time for that.

Unknown: i was just going to tell you that. *grabs her bag and walks outside*

Fear: *sighs and walks outside aswell* cold! IT'S COLD OUTSIDE!

Unknown: stop complaining all the time!

Fear: I'm to old to go to school!

Unknown: No you are not, like you say. you are only seventeen after all.

Fear: *sighs*



Sutaru: Hi guys! *runs over to Unknown and Fear*

Fear: Oh no not you.

Sutaru: *ignores Fear* how are you?

Unknown: I'm fine. this rain makes me relax, and beleve me... i'll need that today.

Sutaru: yeah, me too. we are going to have a maths test today.

Fear: We have a what?!

Unknown: I'm so happy i'm one class under you. i don't have a test until next week.

Fear: A... maths test? *looks at Sutaru* Why didn't you tell me! Why didn't the teachers tell us!

Sutaru: I did, and the teachers too. but you were sleeping when they told us.

Fear:... *looks away*

Unknown: *picks up her cellphone* shool starts in five minutes!

Sutaru: WHAT!?

Fear: Who cares...

Unknown and Sutaru: *starts to run*

Fear: *sighs* Wait for me! *runs efter them*

(later at school)

Unknow: *runs in to her class room*

Teacher: you are late, again....

Unknown: sorry... but i...

Teacher: No excuses. pick up your books.

Unknown: *sighs and picks up her books* *says quietly* i was only two minutes late...

(back to Fear and Sutaru)

Fear and Sutaru: *runs in to the class room*



Sutaru: Sorry we are late.

Teacher: *picks up a note book* Sutaru, four minutes late... that's not so bad. *looks at Fear* four
minutes late, again.

Fear: i have only got four minutes late once...

Teacher: *looks in the note book* yes, you are right. all the other times has been from ten minutes to two
hours.

Fear: *doesn't say annything and walks over to his seat* This sucks... why can't the school start later...

Sutaru: *sits down on her seat* two hours?

Fear: Yes... why do you care annyway?

Sutaru: i....

Teacher: silence please!

The whole class exept for Fear and Sutaru: *giggles*

Fear and Sutaru: *sighs*

Teacher: well, it's about thime we start whit the test i guess. *hands out the tests to everyone*

Fear: *looks at it* WHAT?! You can't be serious! What the hell is this!

Teacher: Haven't i told you not to say words like that?

Fear: yes... you have but... come on. four pages. whit text on both sides!

Teacher: you may start now. *sits down on a chair* you have one hour.

Fear: THAT LITTLE TIME!?

Teacher: shall we say twenty minutes?

Fear: Sorry...

Teacher: i tought so, now, Every one start.

(one hour later)

Teacher: Time's up. give me the tests.

Fear: but i'm only half done...



Teacher: not my problem.

Sutaru: *hands over the test to the teacher*

Teacher: *takes it*

Fear: *hands over the test*

Teacher: *takes it* let's see how many times you'll have to redo the test this time.

the whole class exept for Fear: *giggles*

Fear: Shut the hell up.

Teacher: What did i say about those words?

Fear: Sorry then... *whispers* not.

(read more in the next chapter that may come up later today. annyone wanna enter this one??)



2 - A talk whit the "T-rex"

Teacher: every one may leave now,

Fear: *stands up*

Teacher: every one exept for you, Fear.

Fear: What?!

Teacher: you heard me, sit down.

Fear: *sits down and slams his head to the table*

The rest of the class: *walks out from the class room*

Sutaru: I'll wait outside...

Fear: *doesn't look up* no need to...

Sutaru: if you say so... *walks out and closes the door*

Teacher: *walks over to Fear* Fear, you know you can't keep doing like this... you are beeing late to the
lessions, you have to rewright the tests, and all those words...

Fear: *still doesn't look up* i know... but come on, it's normal in the teenage world...

Teacher: maybe, but you can't do like this every day...

Fear: and if i do, when what? are you going to call my parents? well, good luck whit that. they are dead
and you know that,

Teacher: yes i do, but still this isn't right. i can't do more than tell you to stop.

Fear: *looks up* beleve me, some people has tryed. and it didn't work...

Teacher: well, i'm not going to take more of your time, you can go now.

Fear: *stands up and walks out from the class room*

other student: so, you got a little talk whit the T-rex.

Fear: maybe, why would you care.



other student: i don't know, maybe cause i had been waiting for that. *laughs*

Fear: you better shut up, or you might get hurt.

other student: *laughs* what did you say? are you telling me you might hurt me?

Fear: You know i can kill you if i want to, so just shut the hell up!

Unknown and Sutaru: *runs up between them* STOP IT!!

Unknown: What is wrong whit you two?!

Fear: He started it!

other student: WHAT!?

Sutaru: I don't give a damn! just stop it! both of you!

Other student: Don't tell me what to do! *pushes Sutaru aside*

Unknown: Leave my friends alone!

other student: Make me!

Teacher: *runs out from the classroom* What is going on here!

Fear: nothing...

Teacher: *looks at Unknown* Evangelina? why are you here?

Unknown: i have told you to not call me that! *looks away*

Teacher: *sighs*

Sutaru: they got into a fight... again... *looks at Fear and the other student*

Fear: What do you mean whit "Again"?

Sutaru: well, this isn't the first time you know...

Teacher: Eavangelina, go to your classroom. you other three stay here and wait for your teacher to
come. *walks away*

Unknown: Don't call me Evangelina... *walks away*

Fear: if the T-rex didn't come you would have been so dead!



other student: What are you talking about!?

Sutaru: SHUT IT!

Fear and the other student: *is quiet and looks away*

Sutaru: Thank you...

(Read more in the next chapter)



3 - a kitten?!

Fear: That's it! I'm going home!

Sutaru: But, it's soon lunch, and then we only have three hours left until we can go home!

Fear: I don't care! *takes his bag and walks away*

Sutaru: *sighs*

other student: *laughs* he is in sooo much trouble now!

Sutaru: *slaps him*

Other student: Aow! what was that for!

Sutaru: you know that!

Other student: *sighs*

Unknown: *runs to them* Where did Fear go?

Sutaru: he is on his way home... i guess....

Unknown: *sighs and walks back to her classroom*

(back to Fear)

Fear: *walks* i hate my life...*sighs* *opens the door to his house and walks inside*

(Fear throwes his bag to a corner and walked over to the sofa, lyes down and fell asleep)

(3 hours later)

Unknown: wake up Fear, you can't sleep now.

Fear: Wha... what? oh, hi... *yawns*

Unknown: look what i found *smiles and shows Fear a little gray kitten*

Fear: A CAT?!

Unknown: Yes... any problems?



Fear: Why a cat? Where did you get it from? Why did you bring it home?!

Unknown: It's cute, and i just couldn't leave it out in the rain, could i?

Fear: It's owner can take care of that!

Unknown: *sighs* look at it! it's dirty, wet and cold! i don't think she has a owner!

Fear: don't be that sure, of course it has a owner!

Unknown: you just don't like her that's all, and if she has a owner then i'll give her back, as soon as i see
anything about a missing kitten.

Fear: ok ok OK! Keep it! but only until you find the owner!

Unknown: of course! I'll call her... stripe

Fear: Stripe? are you serious?

Unknown: yes i am, just shut up. *walks out to the kitchen*

Fear: Stupid cat... *falls asleep again*

(Read more in the next chapter)



4 - stupid cat

Fear: *wakes up*

Stripe: mreow? *sits on his chest and purrs*

Fear: *pushes her down* Leave me alone

Unknown: She is just trying to be nice! *picks her up* isn't it so sweety?

Stripe: *purrs*

Fear: *girly voice* Isn't it to sweety? *normal voice* I'm gettin sick!

Unknown: just cause you have no feelings at all *walks upstairs*

Fear: *sighs* everyone hates me... *walks outside*

Sutaru: *runs to Fear* hiya *smiles*

Fear: oh... hi...

Sutaru: are you ok?

Fear: yeah... exept that a cat is ruining my life..

Sutaru: do you mean that little gray cutie Unknown found?

Fear: yeah... she cares more about that stupid pet more than she cares about me...

Sutaru: some one is jealous.

Fear: No, of course not.

Sutaru: if you say so...

Fear: *sighs*

Sutaru: well... i think i have to go...

Fear: do so... *thinks: finaly*

Sutaru: *walks away*



Fear: *walks back to the house and walks up to his room*

(Fear looked around in his room, everything was normal, it was videogames on the floor and in the
bookcase, music CD's were beside the computer, his school bag were in a corner beside the window, it
was photos on the wall beside his bed, the other walls were dark blue and full of phosters of his favourite
bands and on the floor there was a mattress where his best friend Alix sleeped.)

Fear: *sighs* everything is the same.... nothing new. well, the damn cat maybe are taking my place here
but it won't get my room and my friends, and i promis that.

Alix: *wakes up* can you please be quiet *yawns* I'm trying to sleep...

Fear: sorry... *lays down on his bed and falls asleep*

(the next morning)

Fear: *wakes up and looks around in his room* oook... sience when is my room this big?

(read more in the next chapter)



5 - Animalified!

(Fear jumped down from his bed and walked to the door to go out from his room)

Fear: *looks at the door* what the... there is no way i can reach the handle! why is it that high up?
*jumps up and grabs the handle and the door opens* well, as long at it works... *walks out from his room
and walks downstairs*

(Fear walked around in the house and everything was huge, he almost didn't reach annything and for
some strange reason he feelt like he was walking on four legs...)

Fear: *steps in some water on the floor* euw! my paws got wet! wait a secound... paws? *looks at his
hands* THEY ARE PAWS! *runs to a mirror who is standing on the floor*... *screams*

(Fear got panic, ha looked into the mirror but it wasn't realy himself who looked back at him, it was a little
black cat whit a scar over it's right eye, it's eyes was green and it's cheeks was fluffy. after a while Fear's
heart started to beat so hard and fast that his chest hurted, it WAS himself in the mirror!)

Fear: I'm a cat!!! I DON'T WANT TO BE A CAT!!

Unknown: *runs down stairs* Fear? What is wrong?!

Fear: *runs to Unknown* This is wrong! I'm a cat! *cryes*

Unknown: *picks him up* don't be sad, Alix sure has something that can turn you back to normal...

Fear: He is sure out for a walk as always... he wasn't sleeping on his mattress when i woke up...

Unknown: but he'll sure come home soon.

Stipe: *walks to Unknown* Mreoow

Fear: *jumps down on the floor and growls like a cat*

Stripe: *hisses*

Fear: *attacks Stripe*

Fear and Stripe: *fights whit eachother*

Unknown: STOP IT! *picks Fear up*

Fear: *growls and hisses like a cat*



Stripe: *runs out from the room and jumps out trough the window*

Unknown: *hugs Fear* you ok?

Fear: yeah, i'm ok... but my paw hurts...

Unknown: well, if you just didn't attack Stripe in the first place then it would never had happened...

Fear: This sucks! I don't want to be a cat! No music, no video games, no TV and no school! I HATE
BEEING A CAT! hey... wait a secound... no school? THIS RULES! You can turn on the TV and music for
me! i can't play video games, but i don't have to go to school! I LOVE THIS LIFE!

Unknown: no way, i'm not going to do that! you'll have to live a nomal cat life.

Fear: I hate this life! if it wasn't for the fact that i didn't have to go to school then this life would have been
worser than my first one!

A voice: you sure?

Fear: huh? *looks around*

(a bird flyed down from a bookcase and landed on Unknown's head*

the bird: *looks at Fear* so, the biggest idiot in the shool is a cat. *laughs*

Fear: Raven!?

Raven: That's right.

Fear: *laughs* YOU ARE A BIRD! A MINI BIRD! *laughs*

Unknown: how did that happen?

Raven: well, i was exploring the house, and i found a secret labratory. and after looking around a while i
found a locker whit a note on where some one had written "Untested material", i opened it and i found a
bottle whit some strange potion in it. and i tought that it was wort to try it... and i drank it, and after that i
felt a little dizzy so i walked t my room and fell asleep... and when i woke up i was a bird...

Fear: ooook then...*looks at Raven* you look like you are big enough for me to eat...

Raven: *glares at Fear* don't...eaven...think... about it!

Fear: who'll stop me? *jumps up and grabs Raven in his mouth so only Raven's wing is visible and then
jumps down on the floor*

Unknown: SPIT HIM OUT!



Fear: *shakes his head*

Justin: hello, sorry i'm coming trough the window. *climbs in trough the window and falls down on the
floor*

Fear: *looks at Justin*

Justin: *looks at Fear* awww a kitty! *grabs Fear's throat* Spit him out!

Fear: *shakes his head*

Justin: SPIT HIM OUT!!

Fear: *spits Raven out*

Raven: euw! cat spit!

Justin: *picks Raven up* Are you ok Raven?

Raven: yes... i guess so. *looks at Fear* What was that for?!

Fear: well, you kinda tasted funny, and i have always wanted to do something mean to you, but i got
feathers on my toung...

Raven: soon you'll have feathers in you nose aswell! *flyes over to Fear and pecks Fear's nose*

Fear: AOW! That hurt!

Justnin: you deserved it.

Fear: No i didn't!

Raven: *flyes back to Justin* yes you did!

Unknown: Stop it! this isn't fun! just stop fighting whit eachother for ten minutes! ok?

Fear and Raven:... ok...

(read more in the next chapter)



6 - Best friends.... NOT!

Fear: *jumps up on the couch and curls up*

Raven: *flyes over to Fear* you know, you shouldn't try to eat me... it might not be good for you...

Fear: *glares at Fear* no, you are right, you have loads of incurable infectious disease like stupidity,
weirdness and something that makes you look terrible.

Raven: then it's not bad for you, cause you already have all that...

Fear: *slams his paw on Raven* Shut up!

Raven: *falls down between the pillows* Help me up!!

Fear: Nooooo....

Justin: *walks over to Fear* Cute kitty *grabs Fear's tail and picks him up* you need help Raven?

Fear: *hisses* PUT ME DOWN!

Justin: *helps Raven up* you ok?

Raven: i think so.

Fear: I SAID PUT ME DOWN! *scratches Justin's hand*

Justin: *drops Fear* Evil kitty....

Fear: *hides under the sofa*

Unknown: *sighs*

Raven: *jumps down to the floor and walks under the sofa* Hello little cat *grins*

Fear: Don't eaven think about it!

Raven: *pecks Fear's face and bites his ear*

Fear: AOW! AOW!! AOOOOW!! STOP!

Raven: NO WAY!

Unknown: STOP IT!



Sutaru: *opens the door* hello? annyone home?

Unknown: yeah...

Fear and Raven: *are still fighting under the sofa*

Sutaru: What is that noise? has that lil kitty caught a bird?

Unknown: nooo...

Sutaru: Then what is it?

Unknown: it's....

Fear: *runs out from under the sofa* HEEEEEEEELP!!!

Raven: *follows* COME BACK YOU COWARD!!

Fear: NO WAY! *runs upstairs*

Raven: *follows*

Unknown: it's Fear and Raven *sighs*

Sutaru: huh?

Justin: They have turned into animals, for diffrent reasons.

Sutaru: ooook, that was... normal.

Justin: You think? i think it's pretty strange

Sutaru: i didn't mean... nah, forget it.

Fear: *runs downstairs* HE IS EATING US!! HELP!

Raven: COME BACK! I'M NOT EATING YOU GUYS!

Sutaru, Justin and Unknown: Us?

Fear: *runs to them and has a little browngray ball of fur on his back* i found Alix, and Raven is trying to
eat us!

Raven: No i'm not! *flyes up on a bookcase*

Sutaru: Alix? He isn't here...



Unknown: *looks at Fear* What have you got on your back? *picks up the little ball of fur* it's a monkey?

Alix: a tarsier accutuarly...

Sutaru: *looks at the tarsier* umm... Alix?

Alix: yeah, something like that.

Justin: *looks at Alix*

Alix: What?

Justin: nothing...

Alix: oooook....

Sutaru: Ok, ok ok! THIS IS CREEPY!!

Unknown: Calm down Sutaru! This is not that bad!

Sutaru: NOT THAT BAD?! ME AND ALIX ARE SIBLINGS! WHAT IF I TURN INTO A ANIMAL TOO! I
DON'T WANT TO BECOME A ANIMAL!!!

Unknown: *slaps Sutaru* I said calm down!

Sutaru: you just hitted me?!

Unknown: Yeah, maybe i did!

Sutaru: You little...

Justin: ok girls, calm down now!

Sutaru and Unknown: *looks at eachother whit a i-hate-you-look*

Fear: *looks at them*

Raven: *flyes down and lands on Justin's head*

Sutaru: I'm leaving, *walks to the door*

Unknown: Fine for me!

Sutaru: No one asked you!

Unknown: Who cares!?



Sutaru: *opens the door and walks out*

Fear: slam...

Sutaru: *slams the door*

Fear: She always does like that when she is mad...

Unknown: *walks up to her room*

Alix: *climbs up on Fear's back*

Justin: *climbs out trough the window*

Raven: *follows*

Fear: *sighs* now it's only we here...

Alix: let's go for a walk

Fear: a walk? like this?

Alix: well, i want to go for a walk but i can't do it alone, so you have to go whit me.

Fear: ok ok... *jumps out trough the window*



7 - Absolutely not friends..

Fear: *walks around on the street* I feel kinda stupid... people is looking at me...

Ailx: Is that something bad? I tought you wanted attention...

Fear: Not like this! *stops* All i asked about was to get more attention that the damn cat who was ruining
my life! I DID NOT WANT TO BECOME A CAT!!

Alix: ummm.... *looks around* Fear... everyone is looking at us...

loads of People: *stands around Fear and Alix and looks at them*

Fear: umm... i mean.... Meow

Person 1: did they just talk?

Person 2: I don't know... Cats and monkeys cant talk.

Person 1: but i heard them....

Person 3 and 4: I guess we heard wrong...

Everyone: *walks away*

Fear: *runs away to the park* That was close

Alix: Why did you talk that loud!?

Fear: i don't know... i just got a little mad... sorry.

Alix: *sighs* just think before you talk next time

Fear: ok... *sighs* ok ok.

Alix: *pets Fear's head* good kitty

Fear: jusr remember I'm not realy a cat. *jumps up on a wall and licks his paw*

Alix: umm.... Fear. what are you doing?

Fear: *stops ans spits out some fur* Sorry, i just couldn't help it! My paw was dirty!

Alix: *sighs*



Sutaru: *walks past them* Hate her hate her HATE HER! *kicks a rock*

Fear: Huh? Who are you talking about?

Sutaru: *looks at Fear* WHO THE HELL DO YOU THINK?!

Fear: Umm... Unknown?

Sutaru: *doesn't answer and keeps walking*

Fear: well... accutary, you started it..

Sutaru: WHAT?! *stops and looks back at Fear*

Alix: *sighs* good job Fear...

Sutaru: I DID NOT START IT! I DID NOTHING! SHE HITTED ME!

Fear: Ok, calm down now

Sutaru: DON'T TELL ME TO CALM DOWN!

Thunder: *walks to them* Why are you yelling at a... cat?

Sutaru: That's not a cat, it's Fear.

Thunder: Huh?

Sutaru: you know... annoying, blue fur.... black hair...

Thunder: oh, THAT guy then it's ok keep yelling.

Sutaru: nah...i think i have a better idea *grabs Fear's neck and drops him in a thorn bush*

Alix: AOW AOW AOW!

Fear: AOW! I'T STINGS!! WHY DID YOU DO THAT FOR!

Sutaru: I got tired at yelling...

Alix: Then why did you drop me down here too?!

Sutaru: wops... *picks Alix up* Sorry.

Thunder: Alix?



Sutaru: just my brother... *puts Alix down on the wall*

Fear: HELP ME UP! IT STINGS! HEEEELP!!

Sutaru: no. get up yourself....

Fear: NOT FUN!

Alix: *sighs*



8 - Thorns

(Fear tried crawl up from the thornbush and tried to ignore all the sharp thorns that got pressed deep into
his skin)

Fear: H...help! I can't get up! Alix!

Alix: *looks at Fear* You know i would help you if i could.. but i'm too small.

Fear: yesterday you were the tall one!

Alix: But we weren't like this yesterday.

Fear: Fine...

(Fear keept crawling until he finaly got up)

Fear: Sutaru is such a...

Alix: Shut it!

Fear: You don't eaven know what i were going to say!

Alix: I can guess. And sience i know you then i kinda know what you were going to say.

Fear: you are just telling me not to say something mean to her cause she is your sister...

Alix: That's not my only reason.

(Fear Looked at Alix for a while and then started to walk off)

Alix: hey! wait!

Fear: Why? you didn't help me...

Alix: ok ok ok! sorry for that...

Fear: *stops*

Alix: *runs over to Fear and climbs up on his back* There... now hurry up so we'll get home before it gets
dark.

Fear: Hello... i'm a cat! I can see perfect in the dark!



Alix: Well, sience you are not realy a cat, then maybe it won't work.

Fear: Trust me... it will work.

(Fear keept walking as Alix told him where to go and not and after walking a while he saw Stripe. She
were sitting on a bench and cleaned herself. Fear completely forgot about Alix and attacked Stripe, but
before his paws reached her, someone grabbed his tail.)

Fear: LET ME GO!!

Sutaru: Why should i?

Fear: Unknown is going to get mad at you if you hurt me.

Alix: Sutaru, don't do anything stupid now please.

Stripe: *watches them*

Thunder: *sighs*
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